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NOT A MEMBER OF THE PHSC? THEN
JOIN CANADA’S BEST PHOTO
HISTORY SOCIETY. A GREAT
BARGAIN FOR MEETINGS, AUCTIONS,
FAIRS, AND PUBLICATIONS – ONLY
$35.00. JOIN UP ON THE WEB AT
WWW.PHSC.CA - PAYPAL ACCEPTED

Meredith Reddy

Haunted Mediums:
Photographs of Supernatural
Phenomena, 1880 - 1930

PHSC Monthly Meetings

We have an exciting and spooky talk in April! Our
guest speaker is U of T doctoral candidate Meredith
Reddy. Meredith writes, "I am a PhD candidate in the
department of art history at the University of Toronto,
and am defending my dissertation - titled Haunted
Mediums: Women, Photography, and Spiritualism, 1880-1930 - this
spring. My research over the last six years has been concerned with the
photography of seances and mediums. In recent years, I have also
taught classes in Twentieth-Century European Art at U of T."
PHSC monthly meetings are in the Gold Room,
(basement) of the North York Central Library,
at 5120 Yonge Street. Inside access from the North York
Centre TTC Subway stop and plenty of underground parking.

are held on the third Wednesday from
September to June in the Gold Room,
of Memorial Hall in the basement of
the North York Central Library,
5120 Yonge St., North York, Ontario.
The meeting officially begins at 8:00
p.m. but is preceded by a Buy & Sell
and social gathering from 7:00 p.m.
onwards. For information contact the
PHSC at info@phsc.ca

Programming Schedule:
April 16, 2014
-Meredith Reddy speaking on “Haunted
Mediums: Photographs of Supernatural
Phenomena, 1880 - 1930”
May 21, 2014

The PHSC 40th Anniversary Symposium and Image Show

COMING THIS MONTH! REGISTER NOW!

l Society of Canada presents…

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA

≈ LOOKING
at CANADA ≈
NG at
CANADA~
A Symposium and Image Show that will highlight
several aspects of Canadian photographic history,
including new research on photographers working
in Canada, contemporary photographers working
with historic processes and how photography has
shaped Canadian society.

-Fantastic 40th anniversary lecture &
party at our CONTACT venue,
Campbell House!

Offer your suggestions and
fresh ideas for programs
at info@phsc.ca.
DON’T MISS ANY OF THE 10 INTERESTING PROGRAMS FOR THIS
YEAR.

JOIN THE PHSC TODAY

AND RECEIVE A DVD WITH
35 YEARS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
CANADIANA IN PDF FORMAT
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Toronto Notes 							Reported by Mark Singer
Ted Grant, Father of Canadian Photojournalism
The PHSC is always looking for
presenters, especially those with
Canadian
photographic
topics.
Unfortunately, distance and/or age
sometimes precludes their coming to
Toronto. For example, we tried to get
Dr. Ted Grant, a celebrated Vancouver
photographer, when he travelled to
New York to open his exhibition. The
logistics made a visit in person unlikely
so he offered an alternative: a DVD of
a recent documentary based on his
life. We showed it at the March
meeting.
The Art of Observation is the story
of Dr. Ted Grant, “father of Canadian
photojournalism.” Ted recalls in the
documentary that his father used to
take pictures using a Box Brownie.
Every so often he was allowed to look
through the viewfinder and was
fascinated by the magic of film, film
that could capture a moment in time.
Ted began his journey into photography
in the 1950s with the gift of a small
Argus camera from his wife.
He started his career in
photography taking pictures at car
races, developing them at the local
drugstore and selling prints the
following week to the drivers and
patrons. Eventually he took an
especially dramatic print to the Ottawa
Citizen. The Citizen paid him a whole
dollar and he had his first paper credit.
A photojournalist was born! He began
to do his own processing and got a
thrill being in the darkroom, learning
the true art of printing.
He was hooked. Ted became a
staff photographer at Newton
Photography, which took the majority
of the photographs published in
Citizen and its de facto “official”
studio. He used his time at Newton
learning tricks and techniques from
the more senior photographers. The
studio shot weddings as well as news
photographs using the then standard
4x5 Graflex cameras.
Flash bulbs as large as a light bulb
were a preferred source of illumination
for the ungainly cameras. Ted started
using 35 mm equipment in the 1960s.
The little cameras gave him greater
freedom in shooting - lighter equipment

and more shots before reloading. He
took many 35mm shots in black and
white by available light, including stills
for the National Film Board.
Ted was one of a handful of
photojournalists in Canada in the
1960s and 70s. He photographed for
Weekend magazine as well as the Star
Weekly. As one person on the DVD
remarks, “When the history of Canada
from the 50s onward is shown, Ted
Grant’s photos will be displayed."
The video begins with Ted,
wearing the mandatory scrubs and
booties, photographing a hospital
operation. He goes about his work
silently and unobserved by others, just
how a great photographer works. He
remains “invisible” as he records the
great events of the era. At the right
place, at the right time, he knows just
when to snap the perfect shot,
capturing his subject’s feelings and
emotions.
Ted photographed everything:
sports, politics, news and events
everywhere around the world. He
made many famous photographs:
Pierre Trudeau sliding down a
bannister, Ben Johnston at the end of
his ill-fated Olympic race at Seoul. His
pictures convey a whole story in a
single image. As Ted explains in the
DVD he shoots portraits from the
shadow side of his subject making
sure the eyes are expressive.
He tries to be the first at an
assignment and the last to leave,
always looking for the right shot and
that human interest moment (he gains
the trust of his subjects to better
capture their intimate moments.)
When he arrives at a location, Ted
observes what is interesting and
moves around to see if he can
photograph the event from a better
angle. He turned losing the sight in
one eye to an advantage. He says
that, “having one eye that works,”
gives him a better perspective on the
scene. He doesn’t have to squint to
see what the camera sees.
Ted never looks at photography
as work - it is more an expression of
what he is feeling the moment he
clicks the shutter. “It is how you
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observe people and their reactions to
their surroundings," he says.
Ted discussed on the DVD how he
thought of shooting in a hospital
operating theatre; he went in for an
operation and just before he went
asleep thought, “what a great place to
shoot in. The lights, the action, the
people."
He returned to the operating
theatre and took pictures of surgeons
at work, producing a book with text by
famous Canadian doctor, William
Osler. Success prompted him to
make a second book of medical
photographs, in collaboration with
photographer Sandy Carter entitled
Women in Medicine. Ted claimed he
and Sandy were so in tune that it is
hard to tell which prints are his and
which are Sandy’s.
Today, he continues to help a new
generation of photographers including
his grandson. Ted likes speaking to
camera clubs. As a professional, his
only regret is that he was away from
his family during many special events
in their lives.
When he was a kid growing up
during WWII he wanted to be a
fighter pilot. On his 76th birthday he
got his wish - he flew in a P51
Mustang and took selfies. Ted says
he still enjoys photography and wants
to die with a camera in his hand. The
DVD is a fascinating look at the life of
this famous Canadian
pioneer
photojournalist.

At the PHSC Auction 2014

Yet another successful auction is under the belt. The
PHSC spring auction held March 23 saw over 340+
lots sold over a 5 hours span - we even allowed for a
short tea break, too. Many interesting items were at
offer: stereo cameras, Nikon, Canon, Minolta, and Leica items, movie cameras, studio items, lots of box and
folding cameras, plenty of collectibles, box lots, photo

books, large format lenses some real great brass &
glass too. Our auctioneer once again did a great job of
coaxing the last dollar from our enthusiastic bidders.
MY thanks to the auction team and to everyone who
participated - you all made our latest auction a great
success.				
/Doug Napier

Bidders plot their strategy as auction starts

Clint runs the auction while Bob records the winners

Lincoln with his treasures

Grace and Graflex Recordak

Man and Mamiya

Oscar signs up

Careful inspection

Discussion as Stan White browses

Customer with John & Ashley at registration

PHOTOS BY ROBERT LANSDALE

Front counter classics

Happy with loot
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Zeiss projector

Join Us in May to Celebrate Our 40th!
Volunteer curators Chelsea Jeffery and Rachel Wong have been working hard to
organize this exciting event, which showcases PHSC collections and expertise at
historic Campbell House in Toronto, as a Featured Exhibition at the Scotiabank
CONTACT photography festival!
The theme is Stereo Photography, and in addition to the multiple exhibits of images and equipment that can be seen in this historic mansion, there will be lots of
intriguing activities taking place during the month:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anaglyph Workshop with Felix Russo - May 7
Stereographic Portrait Sessions - May 10, 24
Travel Through Time in 3D - A Walking Tour of Toronto - May 3, 17, 31
Hands-on Session with Bob Wilson - May 14, 28
PHSC 40th Anniversay Party - May 21
Closing Party - May 29

Check the CONTACT website for
more details, and schedule updates!
Registration for activities through
Campbell House: 416 597-0227
Location: Campbell House Museum
160 Queen St W
Toronto M5H 3H3 (Queen & University)
Hours: Tue–Fri, 9:30–4:30pm
Sat, 12–4:30pm

from the Past 40 Years
From an article in the PHSC 10th anniversary journal
in 1984. The caption reads:
Board of Directors 1977-79, Clockwise - Marge Addison, Membership; Harold McNutt, Curator; Bob
Dynes, Treasurer; Ron Anger, Vice President; Jack
Addison, President; Roger Whitlock, Secretary; John
Linsky, Toronto Representative Photo by Wayne
Sproule. The article begins:
One afternoon in the summer of 1974 two men entered the reception room of the Canadian School of Photography on Eglinton
Avenue West in Toronto. John Linksy and Morris Fischstein had
been discussing the possibilities of bringing together people with
like collecting interests to theirs and it appeared that someone at
this address must have similar interests because the store window
contained many vintage cameras.
The man they met was Lauro (Larry) Boccioletti who at the
moment was teaching a class, so had to excuse himself and postpone further discussion until a later date. Shortly after Larry did
visit Morris and discuss ways and means of contacting people in
the Toronto area who were interested in camera collecting.
Newspaper ads were run and a letter sent out asking those interested to contact Larry or Morris. Names of other people were
solicited and they were contacted as well. Finally a meeting was
arranged at the Constellation Hotel on October 23rd, 1974 and the
Society was born.

Interested in the history of the PHSC and of Canadian Photography? Receive a free CD containing the first 35 years of our
Journal by joining up - See www.phsc.ca or come to a meeting!
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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New Photo Links: Items of Photographic Interest
Compiled by Louise Freyburger. Descriptions from the respective websites.
Famed Local B.C. Collector Uno
Langmann’s Collection of 18,000
Historical Photographs Donated
to the University of British
Columbia:
ubyssey.ca/culture/famed-localart-collector-donates-18000-historical-photographs-to-ubc-180/
also vancouversun.com/entertainment/history+photographs/9633315/
story.html

Sean A MacKenna’s Dallmeyer
Archive now available on-line: “…
reproduces the surviving records
books in the Dallmeyer archive
held at the Brent Archives [brent.
adlibsoft.com/ ], covering the period 1863-1902. Although the pages
are not searchable the photographs
of the pages are relatively simple to
search. If you are fortunate you will
be able to locate a lens serial number, identify what it was made as,
who made it, when it was sold and
who bought it.” Description quoted
from Michael Pritchard’s blog
British Photographic History.

thedallmeyerarchive.com/Records/
Identification.html

“Revealed: Extraordinary collection
of 5,000 [accumulated] WWI photographs salvaged from RUBBISH
DUMPS by a former dustman” [in
Britain]
dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2587919/Former-dustmansalvaged-5-000-historic-photographs-WWI-heroes-action-RUBBISH-DUMPS.html

“Founder George Eastman’s
grave included in [Rochester, N.Y.]
Kodak factory sale"
oneidadispatch.com/generalnews/20140328/founder-georgeeastmans-grave-included-inkodak-factory-sale

“The Eye of Photography (L’Oeil
de la Photographie): your daily
journal
of
International
Photography.” Web site: theeyeofphotography.com/

Facebook page (content differs
from web site): facebook.com/
eyeofphotography

Four of Stan White, by R. Lansdale

Bob Lansdale, Editor of PHSC’s journal Photographic Canadiana, reports
that Stan White’s article “Annals of
a 1940s-50s Industrial Photographer
in England,” originally published with
six of Stan’s own photographs from
that time in Photographic Canadiana, Vol. 39-3 Dec. 2013-Jan. 2014,
has just been republished, including
Stan’s photographs, in the Photographic Collector Club of Great
Britain’s
journal
Photographica
World No. 146/2014/1, pages 29-34.
“A delightful issue,” adds Bob.
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR 2014
April to Dec. 2014, George Eastman House in
Rochester, N.Y. series of workshops dealing with
historic photographic processes.
Collodion Chloride Printing: April 7 to 9, 2014
Daguerreotypes: April 22 to
25, 2014
Twenty-three workshops to
choose from
Check out: http://www.
eastmanhouse.org/events/
Photo_Workshops.php
April 10-13, 2014, AIPAD Photography Show
Park Avenue Armory, 643 Park Avenue, NY
80 world’s leading photography art galleries
http://www.aipad.com/?page=PhotographyShow
April 11-12, 2014, New York Photo Show & Sale 19th
- 21st Century Photographic Images, Lighthouse
Conference Center, 111 E 59th Street, New York,
www.usphotoshows.com/index.html

phic Historical Society of Canada

Sunday, May 25, 2014, PHSC Spring Fair,
Soccer C’tre, 7601 Martin Grove Rd., Willowdale.
10:00AM to 3:00PM, entry fee $7.00

May 29-June 1, 2014, F295 Symposium:
Photography Beyond Technique, Wyndham
Pittsburgh University Center Pittsburgh PA US
June 7 & 8, 2014, Bievres International Photofair,
Bievres, France, best European collectors fair
Sunday, July [tbd] 2014, PHSC Trunk Sale
July 10-13, 2014, 16th Intern’l Magic Lantern

Convention at the Day’s Hotel, Boston, Mass.
website’s address: https://www.airbnb.com
presents…

Saturday, April 12, and Sunday April 13, 2014,
Photographica 81, Americal Civic Center,
467 Main St, Wakefield MA 01880, starts 9:00am

July 8–14, 2014, 40th Annual National Stereo Assoc.
Convention and Trade Show, Murfreesboro, Texas
September 25–28, 2014, (CHANGED DATE)
Daguerreian Annual Symposium
Austin, Texas – Symposium and Trade Show
September 27, 2014, Camerama Photo Show
Days Hotel & Conf. Centre, 185 Yorkland Blvd.
10 AM to 3 PM, Admission: $7.00 per person
October 10-12, 2014, PhotoHistory XVI
George Eastman House in Rochester, New York
PhotoHistory XVI, back after a three year layover,

OOKING at CANADA~
Saturday, April 26, 2014,
Bill Belier Memorial Symposium, Art Gallery of Ont.,
five lectures, tickets
on line at PHSC.ca
Sunday, April 27,
2014,
PHSC Image Show
Sale, rare prints
th Canadian Legion
#101 3850 Lakeshore
Blvd. West, Toronto,
Ont. M8W 1R3.

0 Anniversary Symposium & 2nd Annual Image Show
A Bill Belier Memorial Event

g 40April
years
of history, research and photographic education in Canada, the
27, 2014,
Vancouver
Cameraof Canada presents a Symposium that will highlight several
Historical Society
Show & Swap
dianCameron
photographic
history, including new research on photographers working in
Rec’n
will present aand
full day
lectures on the history
mporary
working with historic processes
stillof photography
in
C’tre, photographers
Burnaby,
of
photographic
practice,
aesthetics, collecting,
(Vancouver) B.C.
cinema.
technology and sociology followed by a full day of

May 2014, CONTACT 2014, PHSC Stereo Exhibit
Campbell House University
& Queen Include…
Sts., Toronto,
Speakers
Stereo portraits, lectures, film and exhibit.
see schedule
of travels,
events www.phsc.ca
, recounting
his
problem solving and
May
9,
2014,
Photo
Educators
Forum
the Ryerson
Canadian
Rockies.
University, Toronto

browsing and buying of that illusive collectible at
a photographic trade show which attracts dealers
from across North America and internationally.
Many dealers
now downsizing
so you can
successes
inare
making
mammoth
acquire that rare item. Definitely a “must-attend”
event. For more information see the Society’s web
site at http://www.tphs.org
May
13-18, 2014,
Brimfield
Show
of the
Toronto
Moments
in Antique
Time project,
speakingSunday,
aboutOctober
his use
of archival images
26, 2014, PHSC Fall Fair,
Five
days
of
antique
hunting
at
Brimfield,
tal photography of the city of Toronto.
Soccer Centre, 7601 Martin Grove Rd., Willowdale.
Massachusetts, outdoor show with 5000 dealers
10:00AM to 3:00PM, entry fee $7.00
May 16, 2014,
The Washington
DC Image Show
d, Associate
Curator
of Photographs
at The National
Gallery of Canada,
Sunday October [tbd], 2014, Michigan PHS
recent
to the
National
Gallery
Film
Board
May acquisition
16 & 17, 2014, Ohio
Camera
Collector’s
Soc’y of National
Photographica
Show
& Sale,still
Royal Oak Elks
Auction, May 16 and Fair, May 17, 2014.
Lodge 2401 E. Fourth St Royal Oak, MI. 10;00AM to
3:00PM, entry $6.00

6 Secure The Shadow: The Life of
son, highlighting his research and publication
Baltzly, a photographer of the then undiscovered British Columbia.
THE PHSC E-MAIL
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FROM THE NET
Here is the latest news from
CNET-Asia.
There’s a variety of new Nikon
tech in the D7000 over older models, including a new Nikon-designed
16.2-megapixel sensor coupled with
its Expeed 2 processor; with this
pairing, Nikon ups its analog-todigital conversion to 14-bit processing. There’s also a new metering

sensor and more sophisticated
autofocus system. It’s also Nikon’s
first dSLR to rise to 1080p HD video--albeit only 24fps--with the
“added bonus” of full-time autofocus during video capture. And the
body’s construction, though not
quite as tanklike as the D300s,
incorporates an all-metal chassis
with magnesium alloy covers (the
rest is polycarbonate), and is sealed
against dust and moisture like the
D300s. In the D7000, Nikon tends to
offer a lot of useful options on core
features rather than whizzy but less
essential capabilities. It’s got two
saved settings slots on the mode
dial--less powerful than the settings
banks in Nikon’s older mid-to-highend dSLRs, but with a more practical, straightforward implementation
that means they’re more likely to
get used.
Cameras that auto-record and
sync the data back to servers or
phones are starting to finally become
real consumer products, and the
Narrative Clip, which began life as a
Kickstarter project called Memoto,
is one of them. The little puck is little
more than a 5-megapixel basic
camera that takes two pictures a
minute, automatically. Clip it anywhere. And...create a detailed photographic record of your every waking moment. The $279 clip-on camera created by Narrative, a Swedish

company that raised its initial funding via Kickstarter back in 2012,
doesn’t record video clips, or audio.
It doesn’t have a flash, either. And,
considering you can see the lens,
it’s not really all that stealthy. But
the Narrative Clip is part of a new
little wave of “lifelogging cameras,”
devices that are meant as alternatives to collect time and locationstamped information than traditional
full-control point-and-shoot alternatives. Back in 2003, Gordon Bell, a
Microsoft researcher, was well
underway with MyLifeBits, a project
he started with Jim Gemmell to
explore the recording and recall of
“e-memories,” bits of data collected
and logged. The idea was one of the
earliest attempts at lifelogging. And
that year, a camera called the
SenseCam, according to Bell’s book
Total Recall, was created to hang
around one’s neck and snap pictures automatically.
Over 110 million years ago, a
compelling scene played out
between two dinosaurs. A digital
reconstruction tells the story. Over
70 years ago, excavators uncovered

by Robert Lansdale
two sets of dinosaur tracks by the
Paluxy River in Texas. Photographs
were taken and the surface of the
actual trackway was divided up and
sent to different institutions. Some
of those pieces remain, and some
have been lost over the decades.
The scene of the dinosaur chase
might have gone down as an unfortunate missing piece of history, but
lead researcher Peter Falkingham
from the Royal Veterinary College of
the University of London led a group
of scientists to digitally reconstruct
the story starting with 17 old photos
that still existed.
The results of the work are published in journal Plos One under the
title “Historical Photogrammetry:
Bird’s Paluxy River Dinosaur Chase
Sequence Digitally Reconstructed
as It Was prior to Excavation 70
Years Ago.”

The original trackway was
about 30 feet long, which is why it
was broken up in the first place. It
appears to show a theropod (similar to a velociraptor) following a
sauropod (a large, four-legged,
long-necked dinosaur). Some of
the still-existing portions of the
trackway are deteriorating, which
makes this sort of digital preservation work even more important.
Our thanks to www.cnet.com

a book review

Memoirs of a Border City
by Spike Bell

Although this book is
seemingly a tribute to
his home ground of
Windsor, Ontario where
he has scoured the area
as a press photographer since 1957, it really
comes down to a tribute
to Spike Bell himself, as
he reveals the many
assignments and people he has met over the
years. Its a tribute to a
Canadian photographer who has left
an indelible mark on our society.
His keen eye for composition and
colour makes for a great art piece
when he comes to describing the
city, but then he includes many
events he’s covered over the years,
particularly the people, the politicians and the VIPs that he has met
and photographed. The book took
four years to put together because of
all the material that Bell had to
choose from: famous athletes like
Gordie Howe and Muhammad Ali,
musicians like Sammy Davis Jr. and
the Beatles, presidents, royalty, and
historical figures. To add a personal
touch Spike had included images of
himself taken with these personalities.
Spike Bell has always had a
camera in his hand, with photos in
his collection going back to his days
in the navy. Few of those early photos remain but the ones that he has
kept will eventually find their way to
the naval society archives. He still

PORTRAIT COURTESY OF STEVE POMERLEAU

Published in 2009 by Spike Bell, 537 St. Pierre
Street,
Tecumseh,
Ontario,
Canada,
N8N
1Z2
ISBN
978-0-9693677-3-4,
12”
by
12”,
hard
cover
hundreds of colour and B&W illustrations, listed price $40.00
contact: spike@spikebell.com or website www.spikebell.com

shoots with preference on medium
format film. But for a trip out West
he finally succumbed to the ease of
a digital camera – and liked it.
Initiate a Google search for Spike
Bell on the internet and you get a
plethora of URLs as a result. After 4
pages of 50 citations each, I had
achieved enough data. But that
speaks much of the man’s personality: he is all energy and life. He has
already self-published 2 other books
on Windsor with combined sales of
over 13,000 copies.

THE PHSC E-MAIL
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He’s an overly busy person
with involvement
in many charitable
organizations including
14 years with the
Easter
Seals
Telethon,
a
member of Delta
Company of the
Essex and Kent
S c o t t i s h
Regiment and
the Military Institute of Windsor and
recipient of the Governor General of
Canada 125th Anniversary Medal
and Her Majesty the Queen Elizabeth
II’s Diamond Jubilee Medal 2013.
His battle with squamous cell carcinoma – he’s a 6 year survivor. “You
think different when you go through
that. You need to get on with life
and enjoy it every day.”
What can we expect next?
				/RL

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA
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≈
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he Photographic Historical Society of Canada presents…

APRIL 26TH 2014
&
APRIL 27TH, 2014

TRATION
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BillAnniversary
Belier Memorial Symposium
and 2nd
Image Show
A PHSC The
40th
Symposium
& Annual
2nd Annual
Image Sh
PHSC
40th Anniversary
A aBill
Belier
MemorialEvent
Event

Celebrating 40 years of research and photographic education in Canada,

Celebrating
40 years ofHistorical
history,Society
research
anda photographic
education
inwill
Canada, the
the Photographic
presents
Symposium and Image
Show that
highlight
several
aspects
of
Canadian
photographic
history,
including
new
research
on
Photographic Historical Society of Canada presents a Symposium that will highlight
sev
photographers
working
in
Canada,
contemporary
photographers
working
with
historic
spects of Canadian photographic history, including new research on photographers work
and how photography has shaped Canadian society.
Canada, contemporaryprocesses
photographers
working with historic processes and still photograp
cinema.
SPEAKERS INCLUDE

>BLAKE CHORLEY, recounting his travels making mammoth-plate
Include…
TintypesSpeakers
of the Canadian
Rockies this past summer.
<HARRY ENCHIN
of the Toronto
Moments
in Time
project,
ake Chorley, recounting
his travels,
problem
solving
and
successes in making mammo
speaking about his use of archival images and modern
ate Tinytpes of thedigital
Canadian
Rockies.
photography
of the City of Toronto.

arry Enchin of the
Toronto
Moments
in TimeCurator
project,
speaking at
about his use of archival im
<ANDREA
KUNARD,
Associate
of Photographs
d modern digital photography
of the
city ofspeaks
Toronto.
The National Gallery
of Canada,
about a recent acquisition
to the Gallery’s National Film Board still photographs.

ndrea Kunard, Associate
Curator of Photographs at The National Gallery of Canada,
>ROBERT G. WILSON, unveils his research and publication
eaking about a recent acquisition
toShadow:
the National
Gallery
National
Film Board still
Secure The
The Life of
BenjaminofFranklin
Baltzly,
photographer
of
the
unknown
British
Columbia
landscapes.
hotographs.
<CASSANDRA ROWBOTHAM, our student presenter, is added to

obert G. Wilson,our
highlighting
his
research
publication
illustrious list of
speakers.
Sheand
will present:
John R. Secure
ConnonThe
of Shadow: The Life o
njamin Franklin Baltzly,
photographer
the panorama
then undiscovered
British Columbia.
Elora,aOntario
and his 360 of
degree
camera.
$10 admission fee to Symposium for general public

Symposium admission is $10 for the general public,
$5 fee for Students with valid ID and Members of PHSC
$5 for
studentsadmission
(with valid
id) and
members of
the PHSC!
Symposium
includes
a complimentary
admission
Image Showtoadmission
is $7 for
the general public,
the IMAGE SHOW
on Sunday
& FREE
students
(with fee
valid
Otherwise,
IMAGE for
SHOW
admission
on id).
Sunday $7
Purchase of symposium
admission
includes
a
complimentary
for general public and FREE to students with valid ID admission to
Image Show!
The Symposium
will bewill
held
at Jackman
HallofofOntario,
the Art
Gallery
Saturday,
SYMPOSIUM
be held
at the Art Gallery
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PASS IT ON TO A FRIEND – LET EVERYONE READ THIS NEWSLETTER
Current Events

Want Ads…

STEPHEN BULGER GALLERY

PHSC Volunteer Wanted
To maintain and update PHSC
Facebook page. A great way to get
involved with what's going on in the
photographic historical world and
interact with other enthusiasts.
Contact Louise at ldbrucke@sympatico.ca

China: by Canadian photographer
Scott Conarroe (b. Edmonton, AB,
1974), who first visited Beijing in
the wake of the 2008 Summer
Olympics. He returned to China
briefly the following year and in
2012 he began photographing that
nation against the backdrop of a
railway expansion that rivals
America's Interstates in both scope
and intent. With imagery from this
ongoing study, some earlier impressions, and a surprising new strain
of street work, "China" describes a
vast historical moment shot through
with human-scale dramas. April 5
– May 3, 2014, 1026 Queen Street
West, Toronto.

THE ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM

Artist Michael Awad turns his lens
on the Royal Ontario Museum as
part of The Entire City Project. With
unprecedented access to research,
collections and spaces, Awad
offers a surprising new view of both
the public face and inner workings
of the Museum in this exhibition.
Opens May 3, 2014 (Part of
CONTACT), Rolf Beny Gallery,
Level 4, 100 Queen's Park, Toronto.

CITY OF TORONTO ARCHIVES
Life on the Grid: 100 years of
street photography in Toronto.

With images ranging from the accidental to the deliberate, this exhibit
highlights the wide variety of street
photography in the holdings of the
City of Toronto Archives. Until May,
2014. 255 Spadina Rd., Monday to
Friday 9 AM to 4.30 PM.

Mark Osterman of George Eastman
House writes:
We are looking for 4x5 glass negative holders for the gelatin dry plate
workshops held at George Eastman
House in Rochester, NY. Contact
me if you have any to spare.
Mark Osterman: mosterman@geh.org

For Sale
Large selection of cabinet cards,
CDVs, lantern slides, stereoviews,
dags & ambrotypes, tin-types, real
photo postcards, viewmaster
reels, stanhopes, sports memorabilia etc. Email your interests to
Les Jones: lesjones@ca.inter.net
Wanted
Well-heeled private collector will
pay CASH for your photographic
collections and estates. Nothing
too big or too small. Contact John
Kantymir at 905-371-0111 or
Niagaracc@gmail.com.

Vancouver Camera
Show and Swap Meet
Cameron Rec. Centre

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORICAL
SOCIETY OF CANADA

9523 Cameron at Lougheed Mall,
Burnaby, BC
FREE PARKING - ADMISSION $5
More info email noblexcanada@
shaw.ca

PHSC SPRING
FAIR
a.k.a.

GEH Looking for
Antique Plate Holders

Wanted
Bicycle & Motorcycle photography
– all related items. Contact Lorne
Shields, P.O. Box 87588, 300 John
St. P.O., Thornhill, ON., L3T 7R3,
lorne-shields@rogers.com

Sunday, April 27, 2014,
10:00 AM - 4 PM

A REMINDER FOR MAY...
the

≈ LOOKING at CANADA ≈

40th Anniversary Symposium and
Image Show - April 26th and 27th,
Toronto. Register at www.phsc.ca
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Sunday
May 25, 2014
at the Soccer Centre, Toronto
A vast selection of Photographic
goodies. Admission $7.00,
Students free with card. Free
shuttle from Kipling subway.
NEW TO FILM?
The fair is a great place to pick
up inexpensive, quality film
cameras, film and free help
and advice!

“SOCCER: CANADA’S
NATIONAL SPORT”
by PHSC's own

LES JONES

“A remarkable achievement and
the first Canadian coffee-table
book on The Beautiful Game”
More info and how to order at:

canadiansoccerstories.com
An entertaining, over-sized publication covering 150 years of soccer in
Canada

